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The discourse on reading in the 19th century and the future  
 

History of reading is usually studied either through the readers or the texts read. 

Discourses on reading, i. e., how reading is talked or written about, have been studied 

much less. The papers of this session are approaching the history of reading just from 

this perspective. The 19th century saw the birth of the mass market of literature and 

the popular education as well as other basic elements of the modern world. Discourse 

on reading in the western world was intensified into dimensions hitherto unseen, be-

cause reading as an activity of the general public was new and aroused suspicions, 

even fears. During the 20th century the talk about reading showed, despite the recur-

ring moral panics, a decreasing trend: the discourse on reading was normalized. Only 

during the last decades the discourse on reading has attained similar dimensions than 

in the 19th century, but as a mirror image: now the fear is about the decay, or even 

end, of reading.  
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How the discourse on love of reading spread from one country to an-

other in the 18th and 19th centuries and how the same happened at the 

beginning of the 21st century. 
Ilkka Mäkinen 
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There was a debate at the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, 

whether a spontaneous love of reading existed in the great masses of people, and if so, 

to which extent it must be guided into desired channels. I shall present a research pro-

ject in progress, where the diffusion of the discourse on the love of reading over the 

national and linguistic boundaries is studied. I have preliminarily explained with the 

help of Google Ngram Viewer and other tools how the discourse was started in 

France in the 1740-60s, how it then migrated into Great Britain and Germany, and 

further into other countries over a period of hundred years. I shall compare this pro-

cess of diffusion with the extremely accelerated mechanisms of synchronisation and 

domestication, when the correlation between the engagement in reading (i.e., love of 

reading) and the reading competence was revealed in the recent PISA tests. This new 

perspective on the love of reading spread like a wildfire in the discourses on reading 

and education in the OECD countries at the beginning of the 21st century.  



 

 

From Reason to Empathy: Children’s Reading, Moral and Identifica-

tion from the 19th Century to Today 

Ilona Savolainen 
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Lately, there has been a lot of worried discussion on children’s reading – or the 

lack of it, to be precise. That children are no longer interested in reading long fictional 

texts is of especial concern. In addition to reading fluency, novels are thought to im-

prove empathy and other emotional skills in child readers. Therefore, the decline in 

children’s interest for recreational reading is seen as a moral threat to our future. What 

kind of adults do they become without the capacity to relate to other people reading 

has taught the previous generations? 

Also in the 19th century, a strong connection was seen between moral development 

and reading. However, this connection did not operate through emotions and empa-

thy. On the contrary, reason had to guide the reader and keep her emotions in control. 

Identification with the characters was thought to be especially dangerous: too deep 

connection between the reader and the protagonist could threaten the reader’s sense of 

reality and lead to immoral behaviour. Children, whose capacity for rational thinking 

was still developing, were thought to be particularly vulnerable. 

How was reason displaced by emotions and identification as the mechanism of 

child readers’ moral development? 

 

 

Phraseological perspectives to reading in the United States in the nine-

teenth century and beyond  
Jukka Tyrkkö 

Linnaeus University, Sweden 

jukka.tyrkko@lnu.se 
 

The nineteenth century was a period of fundamental changes in society, technolo-

gy, and culture. One of the most important cultural shifts concerned reading and lite-

racy. The nineteenth century was the first time in history when the majority of the po-

pulation in the Anglophone world was literate. The availability of books for enter-

tainment increased by leaps and bounds, and as reading for pleasure became a cultural 

phenomenon the most popular authors such as Mark Twain, James Fenimore Cooper 

and Oscar Wilde became celebrated public figures. But does this mean that references 

to reading as an activity became more or less frequent in public discourses, and when 

reading was discussed, what was that discussion like? 

In this paper I will examine references to reading in American books and periodi-

cals published during the nineteenth century. Using the Corpus of Historical Ameri-

can English, a 400-million-word dataset compiled as a resource for linguistic re-

search, I will use pattern-driven methods that combine quantitative and qualitative 

approaches and allow in-depth analysis of diachronic shifts in discourse. I will first 

highlight the common and sometimes formulaic phraseological structures that ap-

peared in reading discourse and point out the linguistic contexts in which reading was 

discussed, then moving on to discussing the findings from a cultural and historical 

perspective. The analysis reveals that historical reading discourses can be categorized 



as falling into the three categories of utilitarian, unpleasant and pleasurable reading, 

and shows how the three categories changed and shifted over time. 

 

 

 


